


DAILY ROLLER

Perfectly sized for intimate spaces.

Made from powder-coated aluminum, this wall-mounted paper 
roller is ideal for workplace planning, quick ideas, lists, creative 
notes, and use as a memo board. 
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or studio, the Daily Roller seamlessly dispenses kraft paper as 
you need it, allowing you to make as many creative notes as you 
need. It comes with screws for easy installation and a roll of kraft 
paper to get you started. 

Fits universal kraft rolls available at local packaging suppliers. 
 
Thank you for your purchase, 

George & Willy



CARE GUIDE

Where you install your product depends on its material/s.

Wooden and Steel Products: We recommend using these 
products inside or under a shelter where they are 
protected from any exposure to rain or water. 

Aluminum Products: These products are non-corrosive 
and suitable for use outside. 

Chalk Products: You should use traditional dry chalk. We 
don't recommend using liquid chalk pens on our products. 

Transportable Outdoor Signage: If there is exposure to 
wind, we recommend bringing signage inside to protect it 
from the extremes. We offer Sandbags to help support 
your product in moderate wind conditions.



COMPONENTS

1 x Round Bar

1 x Kraft Paper

1 x Flat Bar

1 x Bracket

6 x Wood/Drywall Screws



Select a wall space to install the roller. A smooth surface is 
preferable, though if it is rough (i.e. brick), we recommend 
making a backing plate from a smooth material such as plywood.
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It is essential to install the roller on a solid wall. Find a stud and 
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Place a level on top and position the bracket so that it is 
perfectly horizontal. Fasten the second screw into a stud. 
Continue to fasten the remaining screws that go into a stud 
éÅä¬¾�ä©���Ù��»�ä�¬Ý�Ý��éÙ�¾û�ąú���äË�ä©��õ�¾¾ķ�
Note: Not all of the holes provided need to be used, they are 
there so that you have the best chance to fasten into a wall stud 
while positioning it how you want it on your wall. 
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Once you’ve ensured the bracket is safely secured to the wall, 
slide the round bar through the paper core. Lift the bar onto the 
bracket and slide it down into the bracket guides. 
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Pull the kraft paper down the wall until you reach your desired 
length. We recommend a distance around 300mm/11”. 
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perfectly horizontal. Fasten the second screw and ensure the 
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DISCLAIMER

George & Willy products have a lifetime warranty. This 
covers faulty workmanship and/or materials when the 
product is used in normal, domestic, or commercial 
conditions and following the care and use instructions 
provided. 

It does not cover normal wear and tear, accidents, or 
misuse of the product. If the defect was caused by a 
manufacturing fault, the faulty product will be replaced 
free of charge. If the original product is no longer in 
production, it will be replaced with the most similar 
product.

Please keep all parts out of reach of small children as they 
may pose a choking risk.



CONTACT US

sales@georgeandwilly.com

www.georgeandwilly.com

@georgeandwilly

www.pinterest.com/georgeandwilly/


